
CHAPTER -II 

THE NYAYA THEORY OF INFERENCE 

Definition of Inference- as given by old & new Logicians 

Cognition (Buddhi) is knowledge and is a quality, which is the 

ground of all linguistic usages. In other words, characteristic features of 

an object are revealed through knowledge just as the nature of an object is 

revealed through the light of a lamp. This knowledge is of two kinds : 

recollection (smrti) and presentative knowledge (anubhava/. 

Recollection or smrti is a kind of knowledge which is produced by the 

trace alone2
• All knowledge other than memory is called the presentative 

knowledge or anubhava which is, again, divided into two categories : 

valid (yathiirtha) and invalid (a: ~yathiirtha/. A valid knolwdge always 

represents the real character of the object and an invalid knowledge does 

not represent the real character of the object.4 A valid presentative 

knowledge which is technically known as pramii is of four kinds : 

perception (pratya/cya), inference (anumiti) comparison (upamiti)and 

verbal testimony (Siibda). Its special cause (Kararza) is also of four 

kinds which are known as perception (Pratya/cya), inference (anumiina), 

comparison (upamiina) and verbal testimony (Sabda/. The knowledge 

which is produced from the contact of the sense organ with object and 

which is not caused due to words (avyapadesya), which is, again 

invariably related to the object (avyabhicari) and certain 

(vyavasiiyiitmaka) is called perception. 6 Perception is the immediate 
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knowledge of present object through a sense organ. We can attain the 

perceptual knowledge of an object directly without taking help of 

previous knowledge of an object e.g. when we perceive a jar, we can 

know it without taking any help of inferential or any other sources of 

valid knowledge. So perception does not depend on other knowledge. 

Without perception no other instrument of valid knowledge is possible. 

Perception is different from inference, comparison and testimony, which 

are not produced by the sense-object contact. Though perception is the 

fundamental basis of all kinds of knowledge yet other sources of valid 

knowledge like inference etc. play an important role in our everyday life. 

We can know only the present object through perception. But in order to 

know the past, future and remote objects as well as present and near 

object we have to depend on inference. 7 

Inference is the knowledge in which perception must be present as 

an antecedent. So inference is mediate knowledge of an object. 

Inference can reveal those objects that are not within the reach of our 

sense organs. With the help of inference we can know definitely the 

existence and the nature of an object, which is doubtful. 8 

According to old logicians, inference is followed by 'something' 

which is expressed by the term 'Tat '9 Here the term 'tat' refers to 

perception without which inference is not possible at all. In the case of 

inference, the perception of the probans and the invariable co-existence 

between the probans and the probandum are highly essential. 10 e.g., the 

syllogistic argument in the form : 'The mountain is fiery as it has got 

smoke.' The real ground of this inference is not the perception of smoke 
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alone, but knowledge of the invariable co-existance between smoke and 

fire is also ground. 

According to the latter logicians, inference is the knowledge, which 

is produced out of consideration. 11 But what is to be understood by the 

term 'consideration' or pariimarsa '? According to them, pariimarsa or 

consideration is the factor through the operation of which the inferential 

conclusion can be attained. 12 pariimarsa has been defined as the 

knowledge of the existence of the hetu or reason in the palcya or subject, 

which reason is characterized by its being concomitant with the Siidhya. 

In the valid syllogistic argument in the form. 'The Mountain is fiery as it 

has got smoke', the cognition in the form- 'The Mountain has got smoke 

which is pervaded by fire' is consideration13 (pariimarsa) which is the 

intermediate cause (vyiipiira) 14 in attaining inferential knowledge of fire. 

But what is to be understood by the term intermediate cause or 

vyapara? It has been defined in the following manner. 

That which, being produced by a particular object, becomes the 

producer of some entity produced by the same (i.e. first) particular object, 

is called vyiipiira or intermediate cause. 15 As consideration, being 

produced by knowledge of vyiipti, becomes the producer of inference 

which is again produced by knowledge of viipti, it is considered as an 

intermediate cause (vyiipiira) of inference.16 The knowledge of vyiipti is 

taken as the special cause of inference. 17 But what is to be known by the 

term special cause or kara~J,a? 

The uncommon cause associated with the intermediary is called 

special cause on kara7Ja. 18 Here knowledge of Vyiipti which is associated 
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with the knowledge in the form of consideration is the special cause of 

inference or instrument to inference. 

ln the syllogistic argument, 'ib.e mountain is f1ery as it has got 

smoke on it', there are five mental or phychic process. At first we have 

to gather the knowledge in the form: 'where there is smoke there is fire' 

in various places like kitchen etc., this invariable relation between smoke 

and fire is called vyiipti. After sometimes it has been found that the 

smoke is arising from the mountain having an uninterrupted connection 

with the surface of the mountain. This is the second step in attaining 

inferential knowledge. Then recollection of the knowledge in the form 

'where there is smoke there is fire' i.e. vyiipti (kara!Ja) is necessary and 

after that we attain the knowledge in the form : 'The mountain has got 

smoke which is invariably connected with fire'. This knowledge is 

known as consideration (pariimarsa) after which the conclusion in the 

form- 'The mountain is fiery' can be drawn. 19 

In the above process of inference the knowledge in the form of 

pariimarsa is actually caused by the knowledge of invariable 

concomitance of probans (hetu) with the probandum (siidhya) and the 

knowledge of the existence of the hetu in the subject. Hence the 

knowledge of vyiipti is considered as highly essential in order to attain 

inferential knowledge. And that is why, the question about the nature of 

vayiipti, the special cause of inference, has been raised by Gangesa 

Upadhyaya in the beginning ofhis famous book Vypiitipaiicakam. 20 

The invariable co-existence in the form - 'where there is smoke, 

there is fire' is known as vyiipti or invariable concomitance.21 Here the 
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invariable co-existance between the probans and probandum (i.e. smoke 

and fire) is the definition of vyiipti. The term 'co-existence' means 

remaining in the same locus of the probans with the probandum, which is 

not the counter positive of the absolute negation existing in the locus of 

the hetu. 22 As for example, 'The mountain is fiery, as there is smoke'. In 

this particular syllogistic argument, smoke has been taken as probans, the 

locus of which is mountain in which there is the absolute negation of a 

jar. The counter positive of this absence is the jar itself and the non

counter-positive of it is fire. The co-existence of smoke with such type of 

fire is called vyiipti. 23 

In the invalid syllogistic argument in the form "The mountain is 

smoky as there is fire on it." 'fire' has been taken as probans. One of the 

loci of the probans is red hot iron ball in which there is the absolute 

negation of smoke. The counter positive of it (but not the non counter 

positive) is the smoke, which is the probandum. So the definition of 

vyiipti cannot be applied in this invalid inference.24 Though there is 

diversity of opinion among the philosophers of the different schools in 

respect of the definition, function and nature of vyiipti or invariable 

concomitance, all of them are of the view of that inference is not possible 

without proper knowledge of vyiipti or invariable concomitance which 

has been considered as a special cause (karmJa) of inference by the 

logicians. 
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The first and second definition of Vyllpti 

The first definition of Vyiipti is formulated by Visvanatha in the 

following way. Vyiipti is the non-existence of the middle term (hetu) on 

the loci, which are differing from those (loci) of the probandum or 

siidhya.25 As for example, "The Mountain is fiery as it has amoke" 

(parvato vahimiin dhumiit). In this example, the probandum (siidhya) is 

the fire; the loci of the probandum are kitchen etc. The loci, which are 

different from those of the probundum, are water, lake etc. in which there 

is the non-existence of middle term or hetu. So we can safely conclude 

that between smoke and fire there is the relation of invariable 

concomitance or vyiipti. 26 

Now the Naiyayikas are of the opinion that the same definition 

cannot be applied to the invalied inference - "The mountain has smoke as 

it has fire on it" (parvato dhumaviinvahneh). In this example, the 

probundum (siidhya) is smoke, the loci of which are kitchen etc. The 

locus, which is different from the loci of the smoke, is electric bulb in 

which there is the existence (but not the non-existence) of fire, that is, 

middle term or hetu. 27 So it cannot be said that between fire and smoke 

there is the relation of invariable concomitance (vyiipti). 

If the above-mentioned definition of vyiipti is accepted, there will 

arise the defect of avyiipti or too narrow in the valid inference in the form 

"The mountain has fire, as it has got smoke";. By the tern 'siidhya' fire 

may be taken and the locus of siidhya will be a part of fire (vahnyavayava 

but not kitchen). The locus, which is different from that of siidhya (a 
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part of fire) is kitchen etc. in which there is the existence (but not the non 

existence) of the hetu, that is, smoke in this particular instance. So there 

would arise the defect of avyiipti in the valid inference mentioned above. 

According to the Naiyayikas, the locus of siidhya should be taken 

through that relation in which probundum (siidhya) exists on the subject 

(paksa). Such relation is called the limiting relation of siidhyatii 

(sadhyatiivacchedakasambandha). In the above mentioned inference the 

probandum (fire) exists on the subject (mountain) through the relation of 

contact (samyoga). The locus of siidhya should be taken through the 

same relation, that is, contact. A part of fire is the locus of fire through 

the relation of inherence (samaviiya), which is not permissible here. The 

· locus of siidhya through the relation of contact will be kitchen etc. and 

different from that will be water etc. in which there is the non-existence 

of the probans (smoke). So there is no questin of avyiipti. 28 

But there will arise another problem if the above-mentioned 

definition of vyiipti is taken for granted. This definition cannot be applied 

to the valid inference mentioned above. Here the 'fire' may be taken as 

probundum through the relation of contact and the locus of the 

probundum through the same relation will be kitchen (mahiinasa). The 

locus, which is different from the locus of Siidhya, will be cowshed 

(go$./ha) in which there is the existence of the probans, that is, smoke. So 

it leads to the defect of avyiipti. In order to avoid this defect (avyiipti) the 

Naiyayikas explain the term- 'sadhyavadanya' (i.e., the locus which is 

different from that of siidhya) in a different way, which runs as follows. 



The meaning of the above term is the object, which has got the 

mutual absence, the counter-positive of which is limited by the locusness 

of the sadhya (siidhyavattviivacchinnapratiyogitiikabhedaviin). This 

mutual absence is in the form : 'This is not the locus of Siidhya 

(sadhyavan na)'. In the above example, the mutual absence of the above 

form cannot exist in the railway engine or cowshed, which is taken as the 

locus, which is different from that of sadhya. Though there is no fire in 

the railway engine or cowshed at present yet it can be the locus of fire in 

near or remote future. It cannot be said that it can never be a locus of the 

sadhya. Though there is no fire yet therein lies the potentiality of existing 

fire and hence the absence of sadhyaviin i.e. the locus of sadhya cannot 

remain there. On the other hand, water, lake, river, sea etc can be the 

locus of the absence of sadhya, because these are the places where 

sadhya, can never exist. The above mutual absence exists in these places. 

So there does not arise the defect which is called avyapti or too narrow. 29 

The non-existence of the hetu on the locus, which is different from 

the locus of siidhya, should be taken through the limiting relation of the 

reasonness (hetutiivacchedakasambandha), that is, through that relation 

which exists between subject (palcya) and hetu. In the syllogistic 

arguments in the form - 'The mountain is fiery as there is smoke' 

(parvato vahnimiin dhumat) limiting relation of the reasonness 

(hetutavachhedakasambandha) is contact (samyoga). In this inference, a 

part of smoke can be taken as the locus which is different from the locus 

of sadhya (siidhyavadanya) and in which there is the existence of hetu 

through the relation of inherence (as smoke exists in its part through the 

relatin of inherence), but not through the relation of contact, which is the 

limiting relation of the reasonness (hetutiivacchedakasam bandha, i.e., the 
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relation existing between hetu and pa/cya ). Hence, it cannot be taken into 

consideration. 30 

The absence of the superstratumness of the hetu from the locus of 

sadhya (Siidhyavadanyavrttitva) must be an absence, the counter-positive 

of which is limited by the generic property existing in the 

superstratumness of that which is different from the locus of siidhya 

(siidhyavadanyavrittitviivacchinnapratiyogitiikiibhiivah). The absence of 

the superstrucmtuness must be determined by all the loci, which are 

different from those of siidhya. 31 In the invalid syllogistic argument in the 

form - 'The mountain has got smoke as it has got fire, '(Parvato 

dhumaviin vahneh) there is the absence of the superstratumness of the 

hetu determined by water etc. that are different from the locus of siidhya. 

Yet is cannot be said that there is the defect called 'ativyiipti' or 'too 

wide' as there is the existence of hetu in an electric bulb or a red-hot iron 

ball, which is also different from the locus of siidhya. In other words, the 

absence of the existence of hetu must be determined by all the loci 

different from those of sadhya. In the present case there is no defect of 

ativyiipti as the absence of the existence of hetu is not determined by all 

the loci different from those of siidhya. Here the absence of the existence 

is vitiated by the presence of hetu in two places. On account of this there 

does not arise any question of ativyiipti. 

It has been stated earlier that Vyiipti is the absence of all the 

superstratumness determined by that which is different from the locus of 

siidhya. This definition is also defective, as it cannot be applied in the 

following valid syllogistic argument : 'This is a substance as it has got 

existence or sattii qualified by that which is different from quality and 
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action.' (idam dravyam guf)akarmiinyatvavisi~.tasattviit). Here 

substanceness is the probandum and the existence qualified by that 

different from quality and action is the probans or hetu. This 

subtanceness exists in quality and action. The locus which is different 

from the locus of siidhya is quality and action in which there is the 

existence (but not the non-existence of hetu) i.e., the existence of the 

qualified sattii also, according to the dictum - 'A qualified sattii is not 

different from a pure one i.e. sattii32
• So there is the defect called avyiipti 

in the valid inference mentioned above. 

In order to avoid this defect it has been stated that the absence of 

the superstratumness (vrttitvabhava) should be taken as a capacity of 

being the limitor of reasoness (hetutiivacchedakariipe1Ja). In the above 

hetu the limitor of reasonness will be generic property existing in a sattii 

qualified by that, which is different from quality and action 

(guf)akarmiinyatvavisi~.tasattiitva). In quality and action, which are 

different from the locus of siidhya, the qualified sattii exists as a capacity 

of satta but not as a capacity of qualified sattii. Though in quality and 

action which are different from locus of siidhya there is the existence of 

superstratumness limited by generic property existing in a satta 

(sattiitviivacchinnavrttitva), there is the absence of stratum limited by a 

generic property existing in a qualified satta (visi~.ta-sattiitva) which is 

the limitor of reasoness. So in the probans in the form of qualified sattii 

the above definition of Vyiipti can be applied. 33 

The first definition of Vyiipti cannot be applied in the syllogistic 

arguments like 'It is knowable as it is capable of being expressed' (idam 

jiieyam viicyatvat). As each and every object of this world is knowable in 
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character, the locus that is different from that of sadhya i.e. knowability is 

not possible. So in the first definition there is the defect called avyapti or 

too narrow. 34 

In order to avoid this difficulty of the first definition of vyapti 

Visvanatha has formulated the second definition of it, which runs as 

follows: 

''Athava hetumanni$,thavirahapratiyogina 

Siidhyena hetoraikiidhikaral)yam vyaptirucyate" 

- Bha$apariccheda Verse No. 69 

Vyiipti is the co-existence of the hetu with the siidhya, which is not 

the counter positive of the absence existing in the locus of hetu. As for 

example, in the syllogistic argument 'The mountain is fiery as there is 

smoke', here 'smoke' is taken as the probans or hetu, the locus of which 

is kitchen in which there is the absence of jar. The counterpositive or 

absentee of this absence is the jar itself and the non-counter-positive or 

non-absentee of it is fire, which is the probundum or siidhya. The co

existence of the smoke with such type of fire is known as Vyiipti35 

The newly formed second definition of Vyapti can remove the 

difficulty arising in the exclusive affirmative inferences like '!dam 

vacyam jfieyatvat' etc. In this inference the hetu is jfieyatva, the loci of 

which are all the knowable objects. In a knowable object there might be 

the absence of any entity other than the absence of viicyatva or 

knowability, as each and every object having existence is knowable in 

nature. Hence viicyatva or knowability must be the non-counterpositive 
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or non-absentee of the absence existing in the locus of hetu, which rules 

out the possibility of the defect of avyapti in such cases of kevaliinvayz 

inferences as shown earlier. 

But it has been argued that in the valid syllogistic argument in the 

form - 'The mountain is fiery as there is smoke' (parvato vahnimiin 

dhumiit), the second definition of vyiipti cannot be applied. That is, in the 

second definition there would arise the defect called avyiipti as it cannot 

cover a valid inference. In the kitchen, which is the locus of smoke, the 

probans, there may exist the absence of field-fire, the non-counterpositive 

or non-absentee of which is the kitchen-fire, but not fire-in-general. In 

this way, we shall get the absence of every specific type of fire (i.e. 

kitchen- fire, mountain-fire, engine-fire etc.) like the principle involved 

in the operation of a sieve (ciilanfyanyiiya). So there would occur the 

defect called avyiipti in the second definition. 36 

It can be argued that between smoke and fire existing in the same 

locus (samiiniidhikara1Ja) there is the relation of invariable concomitance 

(vyiipti). In the mountain there is the non-existence ofkitchen-fire, which 

is the counter-positive, or the absentee of the absence, but the mountain

fire cannot be the counter-positive or the absentee of the absence, as 

mountain-fire exists in the mountain. The co-existence of the mountain

smoke with the mountain-fire existing in the same locus is vyiipti. 

In the same way, though there is the absence of the mountain-fire 

in the kitchen, there is the existence of kitchen-fire. So the co-existence 

of the kitchen-smoke with the kitchen-fire existing in the same locus is 

called vyiipti. 
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But the above-mentioned view is not tenable. It cannot be said that 

the coexistence of smoke with fire existing in the same locus is called 

vyiipti. For, though there is the existence of one object, it seems to us that 

'there is the non-existence of two or of both' (dvayam niisti). If it is said 

that there is the non-existence of both the entities in the mountain, it 

implies that there is non-existence of both the jar and fire on the 

mountain. So in the mountain we have got the non-existence of mountain

fire. Here the mountain-fire existing in the same locus of the mountain

smoke becomes the counterpositive of the absence of both the entities 

(ubhayabhiiva) existing in the locus of probans, and hence there is the 

defect called avyiipti. Moreover, there would occur the defect called 

avyiipti in the following syllogistic argument also - "It is the locus; of 

attribute as it has not the substanceness" (guf}aviin _ dravyatviit). There is 

the absence of yellow colour or red colour in a substance, which is the 

locus of substanceness, the probans. So the probandum in the form of 

attribute or quality becomes the counter-positive of the absence existing 

in the locus of hetu. So there is the defect called avyiipti. 37 

This difficulty can be avoided by giving the new interpretation of 

the definition. According to the new interpretation, vyiipti is the co

existence of the hetu with the siidhya, which is limited by the limitor of 

siidhyatii (siidhyatiivacchedaka), which is the non-limitor of the counter

positiveness (pratiyogitiinavacchedaka) of the absence existing in the 

locus of the hetu. According to this interpretation, the non-limitor of the 

counter- positiveness of the absence of a jar existing in the: kitchen, the 

locus of smoke (hetu) will be fireness, which is the limitor of siidhyatii. 

As this fireness exists in all types of fire, vyiipti between smoke-in

general and fire-in-general will be possible.38 
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The new interpretation of the second definition of vyiipti is not 

tenable, because it again creates problem in a particular case. Because 

such type of interpretation does not hold well in the valid syllogistic 

argument in the form- "The jar is the locus of the universal pervaded by 

coloumess as it has got earthness" (Rupatvavyiipyajatimattviin 

prthivitviit). Here earthness is the probans or hetu, the locus of which is 

earth as found in a blue jar. There may be the absence of red jar, yellow 

jar etc., i.e., other than the blue jar. The counter-positive or absentee of 

the absence is the red jar, yellow jar etc. The non-counter-positive or the 

non-absentee of the absence is the blue jar. The limitor of the counter

positiveness (but not the non-limitor of the counter-positiveness) is the 

redness, yellowness etc. other than blueness, which is the limitor of the 

counter-positiveness. The probandum of the above inference is the locus 

of the: universal pervaded by coloumess (riipatva-vyiipya-jiitim'at), 

which implies blue, red etc. and the universal pervaded coloumess 

(rupatviivyapyajatim 'at) implies blueness, redness etc. So the probandum, 

I.e., the locus of the universal pervaded coloumess 

(rupatvavyiipyajiitimat) is blue, red etc, (seven colours). The limitor of 

the siidhyatii (i.e. the locus of the universal pervaded by coloumess) is 

blueness, redness, yellowness etc. The limitor of the counter- positiveness 

(but not the non- limitor of the counter- positiveness) of the absence is 

blueness, redness etc. which is the limitor of siidhyatii, (i.e. blueness, 

redness). Here the limitor of siidhyatii is the limitor of counter

positiveness but not the non- limitor of the counter- positiveness of the 

absence existing in the locus of hetu. So in this particular syllogistic 

argument there is a defect called avyiipti. 

In order to remove this defect the Naiyayikas are of the view that 
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the limitor of the siidhyatii should be taken through the indirect relation 

known as sviisrayiisamaviiya. Here the generic property existing in the 

universal pervaded coloumess (rftpatvavyiipyajiititva) will be the limitor 

of siidhyatii. In this context the term 'sva' means jiititva, which remains 

in jiiti, which is again inhered in an object pervaded by the coloumess 

(rupatvavyiipya). It is difficult to say that in the earth there is the absence 

of the locus of universal pervaded by coloumess (rupatvavyiipyajiitimiin) 

e.g., blue, yellow etc. So it can be said that in the earth there is the non

existence of the absence of the locus of the universal qualified by the 

generic property existing; in the universal pervaded by coloumess 

(rupatvavyiipya-jiititvavisi$.ta-jiitimiin) e.g. red colour, yellow colour etc. 

through the indirect relation known, as sviisrayiisamaviiya. That is to say, 

in the earth. which is the locus of hetu, there is the existence of locus of 

universal qualified by the generic property existing in universal 

(rftpatvavyiipa-jiititvavisi$_ta)) e.g. red colour, yellow colour etc. In such 

cases there would arise a contingency of availing a cognition in the form: 

'there is the absence of an entity having universal pervaded by 

coloumess" (rupatva-vyiipya-jatiman niisti). which is virtually impossible 

due to the presence of red colour etc in the locus of hetu. As there cannot 

be the absence of the locus of hetu, it cannot be the limitor of the counter

positiveness of the absence in the locus of hetu. So it becomes the non

limitor of the counter- positiveness of that absence. So there is no defect 

of avyiipti in the above-mentioned valid inference.39 

The above-mentioned clarification of the definition cannot be 

accepted, as it cannot be applied to the valid syllogistic arguments like "It 

is the locus of the holder of the stick, as it has contact with the holder of 

the stick (dam/.imiin dant/isamyogiit). Here the locus of the probans is the 
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ground in which there is the absence of the particular individual holder of 

the stick. Though there is the existence of the holder of the red stick. there 

may be the absence of the holder of the blue stick etc. In this way, in the 

locus of hetu, there will be the absence of all the particular individual 

holders of the stick, i.e. the absence of the holder of the stick in general 

according to the principle involved in the operation of a sieve 

(ciilan'iyanyiiya). The counter- positive of the said generic absence of the 

holder of the stick is the holder of the stick. The limitor of the counter

positiveness of that absence is the stick, which it the limitor of siidhyatii 

(here danl/i i.e. the holder of a stick is siidhya and the stick only is the 

limitor of siidhyatii). So there is the defect of avyiipti. 

In order to avoid this defect we shall take stickness i.e. dandatva as 

the limitor of siidhyatii through the indirect relation known as 

sviisrayiisrayatva. Here by the term "sva" stickness or dantfatva has been 

taken. The locus of this da1)datva is stick or danl/a, which again exists in 

dantfi i.e., the holder of the stick. As on the ground there is the existence 

of the holder of the stick in which there is the existence of stickness, there 

cannot be the absence of it (i.e., the absence of the holder ofthe stick). So 

dantfatva or stickness, the limitor of siidhyatii becomes the non-limitor of 

counter positiveness of the absence existing in the locus of the hetu. So 

there does not arise any question of avyiipti. 40 

The above-mentioned definition of vyiipti again cannot be applied 

in the following valid syllogistic argument - "It is a substance as it has 

got the generic property called satta other than that existing in quality and 

action" (dravyam gu1)a-karmiinyatva-visi$_ta-sattviit). Here qualified sattii 

is the probans which is not different from the pure satta according to the 



dictum - "A qualified sattii is not different from the pure one." If it is so, 

quality and action will be the loci of that qualified satta and the absence 

of the probandum i.e., the absence of the substanceness will be taken as 

an absence existing in the locus of hetu. For, there is the absence of 

substanceness in quality and action also. The limitor (but not the non

limitor) of the counter-positiveness is dravyatvatva, which is the limitor 

of siidhyatii (sadhyatiivacchedaka). Sc there is the defect called avyiipti in 

the above inference. 

In order to avoid this defect it has been stated that the locus of hetu 

must be qualified by the limitor of hetutii or reasonness 

(hetutiivacchedaka). In the previous instance the hetu is the qualified 

sattii and the limitor of hetuta is the generic property existing in qualified 

sattii (visi~tosiittiitva). The locus of the qualified sattii which is limited by 

the generic property existing in a qualified sattii will be the substance 

only, but not quality and action. In this substance, the locus of hetu, there 

may have the absence of jar. cloth etc. but not the absence of 

substanceness. So the absence of substanceness cannot be taken as the 

absence existing in the locus of hetu. So the generic properly existing in 

the substanceness (dravyatvatva), which is the limitor of siidhyatii must 

be the non-limitor of the counter- positiveness of the absence existing In 

the locus of hetu41 

The locus of the hetu should be taken through the limiting relation 

of the reasonness (hetutiivacchedaka-sambandha). In the above

mentioned case of valid inference, the limiting relation of the reasonness 

is contact (samyoga). The relation between subject (palcya) and probans 

(hetu), which is contact (samyoga) in the present case., is called the 
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limiting relation of reasonness (hetutiivacchedakasambandha). So the 

locus of hetu should be taken through the relation of contact (samyoga) 

and in this relation kitchen should be taken as the locus of the hetu but 

not a part of smoke. Because a part of smoke is the locus of smoke 

through the relation of inherence, which is not the limiting relation of 

reasonness. So there is no harm 42
• 

But in a particular syllogistic argument in the form- "It is the locus 

of the contact of a monkey as it has got this treeness" 

(Kapisamyogi _ etadvr/cyatviit), there would occur the defect called 

avyiipti. For in 'this tree' which is the locus of the hetu (i.e. this treeness) 

there may have the absence of contact of a monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva) 

limited by the base of the tree (muliivacchedena). The limitor of the 

counter-positiveness (but not the non-limitor of the counter- positiveness) 

is the contactness of the monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva), which is the 

limitor of siidhyatii. So there would occur time defect mentioned above. 

In order to remove this difficulty it has been mentioned by 

Visvaniitha that the absence, which exists in the locus of the hetu 

(hetusamiiniidhikara~J,a) and does not exist in the locus of the counter

positive (Pratiyogivyadhikara~J,a) should be taken into the consideration. 

According to this interpretation, in the locus ofthe hetu (i.e. in this tree) 

the absence of the contact of a monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva) cannot be 

taken, as this tree Is the locus of the counter- positive 

(pratiyogyadhikara~J,a). So the absence of a jar should be taken in this 

tree. The non-limitor of the counter- positiveness of the absence would be 

the contactness of a monkey (kapisamyogiibhiiva) which is the limitor of 

siidhyatii. So there does not arise any question of avyiipti.43 
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What is the meaning of the term 'pratiyogivyadhikaral)atvam '? 

Does it mean 'pratiyogyanadhikaral)avrltitva' i.e., the existence of hetu in 

a non-locus of the absentee. If this interpretation were taken into account, 

it would, lead to the defect of avyapti in the following syllogistic 

argument: 'Kapisamyogi etadvr/cyatvat {This has the contact of a monkey, 

as it has got this-treeness ), 

The second definition of vyiipti can be applied in the invalid 

inference in the form - "It is the locus of the qualified salta as it is 

universal" ( visi$.tasattiivan jiiteh ). In this inference, quality and action can 

be taken as the loci of the universal, the probans, there may be the 

absence of a qualified, satta, the counter-positive of which will be the 

qualified salta as well as pure salta according to the principle - "A 

qualified satta is not different from the pure one". Under this situation the 

absence of the qualified satta will exist in the locus of the counter

positive, which can never be taken. Instead of that the absence of a jar 

should be taken into account, the -non- limitor of the counter-positiveness 

of which will be the qualified sattiitva, which is again the limitor of 

sadhyatii. So there is the defect of the definition known as ativyapti (over 

coverage). 

In order to avoid this defect it has been argued by the Naiyayikas 

that counter-positive is that which is limited by the limitor of the counter

positiveness (pratiyogitavacchedakiivacchinna ). According to this new 

interpretation, the counter-positive of the absence of a qualified salta 

which is taken earlier in quality and action will be the qualified satta only 

but not the pure satta, as it is not limited by the limitor of the counter

positiveness. So the limitor of the counter-positiveness is the qualified 
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sattatva, which is the limitor of siidhyatii. So there is no difficulty. 

The non-locus of the counter positive: should be taken, through the 

limiting relation of siidhyatii (siidhyatiivacchedakasambandha ). 

Otherwise, there would occur the defect called avyiipti in the valid 

syllogistic argument in the form "The Mountain has fire as there is 

smoke" (Parvato vahnimiin dhumiit). In this example, there may be the 

existence of the absence of fire through the relation called inherence in 

the kitchen, which is the locus of the hetu. This absence can be regarded 

as existing in the non-locus of the counter positive through the relation 

called inherence, which is not the limiting relation of siidhyatii. So there 

would occur the defect called avyiipti. In order to avoid the above 

difficulty it has been mentioned that the non-locusness of the counter

positive should be taken through the limiting relation of siidhyatii 

(siidhyiitavacchedakasambandha i.e .. contact or smnyoga in the particular 

case). According to this principle, the absence of a jar should be taken in 

the kitchen through the relation of contact, which is the limiting relation 

of siidhyatii and in this way, the defect called avyiipti can be avoided. 44 

It has already been mentioned that the absence, which is inserted in 

the second definition of vyiipti, must have two characteristic features: (i) 

existing in the locus of hetu and (ii) existing in the non-locus of the 

counter positive. The non-locus of the counter positive, which is limited 

by the limitor of the counter-positiveness, should be taken into account. 

Now the question arises whether it denotes the non-locus of any of 

the counter- positives limited by the limitor of wants for or of all the 

counter- positiveness or of all the counter-positives limited by any of the 
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limitors of the counter positiveness.45 

The first alternative is not tenable, as there would occur the defect 

called avylipti in the valid inference like "It is the locus of the contact of a 

monkey, as it has got this-treeness". In this tree, which is the locus of hetu 

there, the absence of the contaet of monkey exists in another tree, which 

is the non-locus of the counter positive (i.e. this tree). The limitor of the 

counter-positiveness would be the contactness of a monkey, which is the 

limitor of siidhyatii. So there is the defect called avyiipti as non-locus of 

any of the counter-positives limited by the limitor of the counter

positiveness has been taken into the account.46 

If the second alternative were taken into account (i.e. if the non

locus of all the counter- positives limited by the limitor of counter

positiveness is taken into account), then there would occur the defect 

called avyiipti. 

In the syllogistic argument "The Mountain is fiery as there is 

smoke on it", we can take the absence of a jar in the kitchen, the locus of 

the hetu and this absence may exist for two or three moments. In the 

second moment, there is the absence of the absence of a jar attained at the 

first moment, the counter- positive ofwhich is the absence of ajar, which 

exists, in the second moment. So the absence of the above- mentioned 

form exists in the locus (but not the non-locus the counter positive), 

which leads to the defect called avyiipti. In this way, each and every 

individual manifestation of absence can be regarded as existing in the 

locus of the counter positive for which second alternative cannot be 

accepted. 47 
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The third alternative cannot be accepted, as there will occur the 

defect called avyiipti in the valid syllogistic argument in the form - "It is 

the locus of the absence of the contact of a monkey as it has got soulness" 

(Kopisamyogiibhiivaviin iitmatviit). In the soul, which is the locus of hetu, 

there exists the absence of the absence of the contact of monkey. The 

limitors of the counter- positiveness of this absence will be the generic 

property existing in the absence of the contact of a monkey 

(kopisamyoga-siimiinyiibhiivatva) as well as the generic property existing 

in the generic property exists in the absence of the quality 

(gur:zasamanyabhavatva). If the third alternative is taken into account, 

the above-mentioned form exists in the non-locus of the counter- positive. 

The limitor (but not the non- limitor) of the counter positiveness of that 

absence is the generic property existing in the absence of the contact of 

the monkey, which limitor of siidhyatii, which leads to the defect called 

avyiipti'~8• The above -mentioned defect can be avoided after giving a 

new interpretation. By the term "Non .. Iocus of the counter positive limited 

by the limitor of the counter positiveness", the non-locusness of that 

which is limited by that type of counter- positiveness, the non- limitor of 

which is the limitor of siidhyatii is to be understood. Through the light of 

this new interpretation the defect occurred in the above-mentioned cases 

can smoothly be avoided.49 

Now, let us see how the above-mentioned defect do not occur in 

the light of a new interpretation mentioned above. There would not occur 

the defect called avyiipti in the syllogistic argument in the form: "It is the 

locus of the contact of a monkey as it has got this treeness" (kapisamyogi 

etatvr/cyatviit). Through the non-locusness (anadhikaranatva) of the 

contact of a monkey existing in another tree can be taken in this particular 
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tree. which is the locus of the probans, the limitor of the counter

positiveness would be the contactness of a monkey existing in an object 

other than this tree through an indirect relation on the strength of the term 

"Yiidrsapratiyogitavyiipti" inserted in the new interpretation. The non

limitor of that counter- positiveness would be the pure contactness. which 

is the limitor of siidhyatii So there is no avyiipti. 

It has been stated earlier that the defect called avyiipti. will occur in 

the 'case of inference in the form: "The mountain is fiery as there is 

smoke," if the second alternative of the interpretation is taken into 

account. Though each and every individual manifestation of absence can 

be regarded as existing in the locus of the counter- positiveness in the 

way mentioned earlier, the limitor of the counter- positiveness of the 

absence of ajar in the kitchen (the locus ofthe hetu) would be thejarness 

on the strength of the term 'Yiidrsapratiyogitii '. The nor-limitor of the 

counter- positiveness would be the fireness, which is the limitor siidhyata. 

So there does not arise the defect called avyiipti. 

It has always been discussed, that in the valid syllogistic argument 

in the form: "It is the locus of the absence of the contact of a monkey as it 

has got soulness", there would occur the defect called avyiipti, if the third 

alternative is taken into account. This defect can be avoided through the 

light of new interpretation. The generic absence of quality has been taken 

as the counter-positive of the absence of generic absence of quality. The 

limitor of the counter-positiveness will be the generic property existing in 

the generic absence of quality (guJJasiimiinyabhavatva) on the; 

strength of the term- "Yii(irsa-pratiyogitii. " The non-limitor of it would 

be the generic property existing in the absence of the contact of a monkey 
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(kapisamyogiibhiivatva ), which is the limitor of siidhyata. So there does 

not arise any defect called avyiipti.50 

The Concept of Pariimarsa in Nyiiya Logic 

The cognition of invariable concomitance or vyiipti is an important 

factor for attaining inferential cognition. Hence it is called karaf)a or 

special uncommon cause (asiidhiiraf)akaraf)a) of inferenc, An individual 

who has got the knowledge of the invariable concomitance of smoke with 

fire in kitchen etc. sees, afterwards, the trail of smoke connected with the 

surface of the mountain (avicchinnamula dhumarekha). Then he 

recollects the invariable concomitance in the form: 'Smoke is pervaded 

by fire' ( dhumo vahnivyiipyah ). Afterwards, he comes to know that this 

mountain is the locus of something which is pervaded by fire: 

(vahnivyiipyadhumaviin ayam).51 This type of knowledge is called 

pariimarsa or consideration from which the inferential cognition in the 

form - 'The Mountain is fiery' is drawn. 

It has been said by Visvanatha that the cognition of the existent of 

probans or hetu in the subject of inference along 'with the cognition of the 

Probans or hetu as pervaded by siidhya is called pariimarsa (pa/cyasya 

vyiipyavrttitvadhzh paramarsa ucyate ). 52 It may also be explained in the 

following way. The cognition of the existence of a hetu, which is 

characterized by Vyapti, Is called paramarsa (vyiipti

visi$.tapa/cyadharmatiijiiiinam pariimarsah ). It is called an intermediate 

condition of inferential cognition (Vyiipara). Because such congition 

being produced through the earlier cause i.e. vyiipti becomes the 
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producer of inference To Visvanatha this is an invariable step for the 

attainment inferential cognition. 

The Mimamasakas do not think that such a step is at all essential 

for attaining inferential cognition as it has go no new information other 

than the conjunction of the two i.e., the cognition of the existence of hetu 

in the paksa (palcyadharmatiijiiiina) and the cognition of the hetu as 

pervaded by Vyiipii (vyiiptivi#$ia). The conditions vyiiptijiiiina (the 

knowledge of invariable concomitance) and palcyadharmatiijiiiinam (i.e., 

the cognition of the existence of the probans in the subject) are accepted 

as essential isolately, but so far as pariimaria concerned, it is. according 

to them, quite uncalled for. In the syllogistic argument in the form: 'The 

mountain is fiery as it has got smoke (parvato vahnimiin dhumiit) and 

wherever there is smoke, there is fire' (yatra yatra dhumastatra tatra 

vahni}J). In this case, the inferential cognition follows from the 

knowledge of the invariable concomitance and the knowledge of the 

existence of hetu in a pak§a (vyiiptijiiiina and pa/cyadharmatiijiiiina). An 

individual who does not have these two conditions cannot attain the 

inferential cognition that the mountain has got smoke. Hence these two 

cognitions have to be admitted as the necessary conditions for having 

inferential cognition. They are not merely necessary, but sufficient also, 

according to the Mimamsakas-thinkers, to produce the inferential state. It 

is being so the postulation of an additional condition called Pariimarsa or 

the cognition 'The Mountain has got smoke pervaded by fire' seems to be 

unnecessary. The Mimamsakas do not say indeed that such an additional 

cognition is never found as instrumental to the emergence of the 

inferential state. But they emphasise that since it is not a uniform 

antecedent, it cannot be regarded as one of the necessary conditions for 
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anumiti.53 The Naiyayikas claim that even there such cognition has to 

be admitted for the sake of logical economy (laghava ). They explain that 

there is such a thing as paramarsa leading to an inferential state and that 

if pariimarsa has to be admitted even for once as a condition for some 

inferential cognition then for the sake of a unified causal theory it should 

be admitted as a uniform condition for all inferential cognitions. 54 

According to the Nyaya cognition like paramarsa has to be 

admitted as a necessary condition for alt inferential cognitions. In the case 

of a person inferring the existence of fire in a hill on the strength of the 

smoke coming out of the mountain and remembering that wherever there 

is smoke there is fire, the ensuing paramarsa is of the nature of an 

immediate cognition But an individual may infer the presence of fire on 

the mountain on hearing from others that the hill in question has smoke, 

which is invariably associated with fire. In this case the inference 

undoubtedly caused by his verbal knowledge mentioned earlier, which is 

again of the nature of pariimarsa. If paramarsa is admitted it as a 

necessary condition for a particular inference, why is not accepted in all 

cases? Hence the Naiyayikas have accepted a uniform condition called 

paramarsa for inferential cognition for the sake of logical economy 

(liighava). Moreover, there would anse a possibility of inferential 

cognition from the statement. 'The mountain is smoky' (parvato 

dhumaviin ), because the cognition of the existence of a hetu i.e. smoke (in 

Paksa) characterized by 'smokeness' which has become the limitor of the 

pervadedness (vyiipyatiivacchedaklbhutaprakiiraka) is very much present 

here. It cannot be said that the cognition of the existence of the hetu (in 

Palcya), which is characterized by the limitor of the pervadedness, which 

is known, becomes the cause of inferential cognition. For, if the above 
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criterion is accepted, there would anse the possibility of attaining 

inferential cognition from the knowledge of Vyiipti attained by an 

individual called Caitra and from the cognition of the existence of hetu in 

pa/cya attained by another individual, called Maitra.55 

If it is said again that the cognition of the hetu characterized by the 

limitor of the pervadedness attained by an individual and the cognition of 

the existence of hetu in Palcya attained by the same individual become the 

causes of the inferential cognition by the same individual, there would 

have to be accepted innumerable forms of causal relations, because 

different individual form of causal relation has to be accepted for the 

inferential cognition drawn by each individual. In order to avoid such 

complication a solution is suggested by Visva~ba. The congnition of 

hetu (in a Palcya), which is characterized by Vyiipti attained through the 

relation of inherence, can produce an inferential cognition through the 

relation of inherence. Hence there does not arise the question of 

innumerable causal relations. 56 

~ 

If it is said that the cognition of the existence of inmumerable 

causal relations, and the cognition of hetu characterized by Vyapti 

( vyiiptiprakiirakam jiiiinam) are taken as an independent cause of 

inferential cognition, then two forms: of causal theory would have to be 

accepted. If it is taken for granted, there would arise inferential cognition 

from two independent cognition in the forms; The smoke is pervaded by 

fire' ( vahnivyapyo dhumal;.) and 'the mountain is possessing light 

(iilokaviin piirvatal;.), as, there are two cognitions mentioned above. The 

latter cognition is described as pa/cyadharmatiijiiiina because 'light' 

(iiloka) which is like smoke is pervaded by fire. 57 



In order to avoid this problem the Naiyayikas prefer to admit a 

qualified cognition which is a unitary whole in the form vyiiptivisi$.ta

pa/cyadharmiitiijfiiinam' i.e., the cognition of the existence of hetu (in 

Palcya), which is characterized by Vyiipti. if there is at all any defect of 

gourava it is of virtuous type, as it does not become an impediment: to the 

attainment of inferential cognition.58 

The Concept of Tarka 

Vyiipti is an important factor in attaining the inferential cognition. 

The Naiyayikas admit that the knowledge of coexistence between hetu 

and siidhya as well as the knowledge of the absence of deviation are the 

. causes of ascertaining Vyiipti. In cases of doubt of Vyiiptigraha Tarka is 

the method by applying which the said doubt of deviation between hetu 

and siidhya can be removed. Hence the role of Tarka in such cases cannot 

be ignored and hence its significance should be brought forward. 

In the Nyaya system the cognition is of two types : definite 

cognition and the cognition in the form of doubt. The doubt of deviation 

may arise in some cases from the doubt of limiting adjunct (upiidhi), and 

sometimes from the knowledge of the common attributes (of hetu and 

siidhya) like coexistence etc. along with the absence of the knowledge: of 

any specific characteristic features of them. That is, the absence of the 

knowledge of the specific characteristic feature as well as the knowledge 

of common attributes like coexistence etc) give rise to the doubt of 

deviation. Such doubt can be removed by Tarka (Reductio-ad-absurdum), 

which counters the oppsite standpoint (vtpa/cyabiidhaka). The doubt of 
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deviation can be removed through the application of Tarka, which is the 

limit (avadhi) of doubt. So Tarka along with the perception of the 

coexistence of hetu and siidhya and non-perception of that deviation 

( vyabhiciira) of the same would become the cause of ascertaining vyiipti. 

It cannot be argued that Tarka, is not possible without repeated 

observations. For a wise can apply Tarka with the help of the perception 

of the coexistence and non-perception of deviation (vyabhiciira) of the 

same in only one instance. 

If the above-mentioned view is accepted, there would occur the 

defect called Infinite Regress (Anavasthii) as Tarka is not possible 

without having the knowledge of vyiipti. It can be explained in the 

following manner. 

The definition of Tarka as found in the Nilakan.thiprakiisikii on 

Dipika of Tarkasamgraha run as follows: 

'Ahiiryavyiipakavattiibhramajanya iihiiryavyapyavattiibhramastarkah' . 

That is, Tarka is an imposed (iihiirya) erroneous cognition of the 

existence of a pervader ( vyiipaka ), which is produced, by another 

imposed erroneous cognition of the existence of a pervaded (vyiipya). 

What is to be understood as Ahiiryajiiiina (imposed cognition)? In reply it 

can be said that the knowledge which is produced out of one's desire at 

the time when there is the contrary knowledge is known as aharyajiiana 

or imposed cognition (Virodhijiiiinakalinec-chiiprayojyajiiiinatvam 

iihiiryajiiiinatvam). If the knowledge in the form: There is fire in the lake 

(hrado vahnyabhiivan) is produced out of one's desire at the time when 

there is the existence of the contrary knowledge in the form-'There is the 
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absence of fire in the lake" (hrado vahnyiibhjivaviin), it Is called an 

imposed one. 

Such Tarka is of two types: determinant of the definite valid 

knowledge ( vi~ayaparisodhaka) and remover of the doubt of deviation 

(vyabhiciirasamkiinivartaka). The former in the form: 'If it has no fire, it 

has no smoke' (yadyam vahnimiinna syiittadii dhiimaviin na syiit) 

determines the certainty of the existence of fire in a particular locus (i.e .. 

mountain). Here by the absence of the Apiidya or the consequence (i.e., 

by the absence of the negation of fire) the certainly of, the existence of 

the absence of Apiidaka (i.e., the absence of the negation of smoke) is 

ascertained. In such a way doubt as to the existence of fire on the 

mountain in this particular case may be removed by applying this type of 

Tarka. 

The perception of the coexistence with the help of the methods of 

agreement and difference is to be understood as the cause and effect 

relation (kiiryiikiirm:zabhiiva) between smoke and fire. As this top of 

Tarka is not sufficient for ascertaining vyiipti. the latter type of Tarka i.e., 

vyabhiciirasamkiinivartaka tarka is to be resorted to. In the Tarka in the 

form: 'If smoke be deviated from fire, it will not be caused by fire' 

(Dhiimo yadi vahnivyabhiciiri syiit tarhi vanhijanyo na syiit), the first 

part is known as Apiidaka or ground and the second part Apiidya or 

consequence. In Apiidaka there is invariable concomitance determined by 

Apiidya. 

The form of Vyiipti is 'where there is deviation of fire, there is the 

negation of being a product of fire' (yatra yatra vahnivyabhicaritvam, 
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tatra tatra vahnijanyatviibhiivah ). In this form of vyiipti the first part is 

vyiipya (pervaded) and the second one vyapaka (pervader). In the same 

way, it can be said that the Apiidaka -part is the pervader and the Apiidya

part is pervaded. So vyiipti or invariable relation, is included in Tarka. In 

order to remove doubt about the existence of vyiipti determined by 

Apiidya and existing in Apiidaka in the form: 'whether Apiidaka is 

pervaded by Apiidaya or not' (Apiidaka iipiidyavyiipyo na va) in this 

vyiipti, the necessity of applying .another Tarka will come into being. In 

this Tarka also there is another vyapti. In order to remove the doubt of the 

above-mentioned form existing in this vyiipti also, another Tarka will 

have to be resorted to and in this way the defect called infinite regress 

( anavasthii) would crop up. 

The above-mentioned v1ew is not tenable. For, the doubt of 

deviation does not arise in vyiipti of a Tarka, for it would involve 

contradiction ( vyiighiita) in respect of one's own activity and hence, the 

necessity of another Tarka does not arise at all. One can doubt so long as 

there does not arise any contradiction in respect of one's own practical 

activity. A man is permitted to bear any doubt about vyiipti between 

smoke and fire, as he seeks fire in his practical life to get smoke without 

any hesitation. If he has a. slightest doubt regarding vyiipti between 

smoke and fire, he would not seek fire for having smoke. In this way, it 

can be said that a man takes food to satisfy his hunger and takes recourse 

to words to make others understanding his desire etc. So. one's own 

activities indicate the absence of doubt in them. Moreover, if we on 

doubt, our doubting would be subject of doubt. 

Tarka is a kind of hypothetical argument. Both the parts of Tarka 
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are full of imaginary thought. If smoke were endowed with doubt of 

deviation of fire, it would not be caused by fire. If the first part is true, the 

second, part would also be true. But it is known through experience that 

the second part is not true in so far as we do not. get any smoke, which is 

not caused by fire. From the falsity of the second half, the falsity of first 

half (i.e., smoke is deviated from fire) is determined. In cur everyday life 

also we remove doubt in respect of something alter following this method 

of argumentation, From the knowledge of consequence the idea of an 

antecedent is revealed Tarka, being a kind of mental construction, is 

useful for removing doubt and hence Tarka, though invalid ( in the sense 

of not being a source of valid cognition) is the promoter of the Pramiif)as. 

'This Tarka is otherwise known as Apatti i.e., the introduction of the 

undesired through which the desire is established. It is also a kind of 

· indirect method through which the truth is ascertained. If the negation of 

P is proved as absurd, it would automatically follow that P is true, For 

these various reasons much importance has been laid on this method in 

the Navya Nyaya. 

The Concept of Logical Fallacies (Hetviibhiisa) 

That which appears as reason or hetu (but actually not) due to the 

existence of some similarities with a hetu is called hetviibhiisa (.i.e. 

fallacy of inference). According to Raghunath Shiromani, the author 

Dzdhiti, the defect of hetu are called hetviibhiisas or fallacies 

(hetoriibhiisah do~ah hetviibhiisah ). When the knowledge of an object 

becomes impediment to the attainment of inferential cognition is 
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otherwise called hetvabhiisa. That is to way, the knowledge of an object, 

which becomes an impediment to the knowledge of Vyiipti and 

consideration or pariimarsa Is described as hetviibhiisa 

(yadvi$ayakatvenajfiiinasyanumiiivirodhitvam tattvam )59 

This hetviibhiisa is of five types : (i) Inconstant reason 

(anaikiintika or savyabhiciira) (if) Unfounded (a$idha or asiddhi) (iii) 

Contradictory (viruddha or virodha) (iv) counterbalanced (satpratipa/cya 

or satpratipalcyita) and ( v) Incongrous 

(viidhita or viidha). 

a) Inconstant reason (anaikiintika or savyabhiciira) is of three types: I) 

common (siidhiira~;a) ii) uncommon (iisiidhiira~;a) end c) inconclusive 

(anupasamhiirl). Common inconstant reason (siidhiiraiJa anaikantika) 

According to the Neo-logicians, the reason, which exists in a place, 

which is different from the locus of/iiidhya, is called common inconstant 

reason (Siidhya bhiiviidhikara1Javrttil) hetuh siidhiira1}ah ). 62 As for 

example, "The Mountain has got smoke as it has got fire' (parvato 

dhumaviin vahnel)). In this inference 'smoke' is taken as siidhya, the loci 

of which are kitchen etc. and different from the locus of Biidhya is red-hot 

iron ball in which there is fire. Hence in this case fire is the common 

inconstant reason. According to the old logicians, the reason existing in 

both similar as well as contrary instances is called common inconstant 

reason (sapa/cya-vipa/cya-vrttih siidhiiral)ah). The definition can be 

applied to the above-mentioned example. The similar instances are 

mountain, kitchen etc where siidhya or probandum certainly exists 

(niscitasiidhyaviin sapa/cyah) and the contrary instances are red-hot iron 
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ball, electric heater etc where siidhya does not exist without any 

exception (niScitasiidhyiibhiivaviin vipalcyah ). As the hetu or reason fire' 

exists, in the mountain etc and also in red-hot iron ball etc. this reason is 

fallacious. The fallacy is called common inconstant reason (siidhiiraiJa 

.,_;::; t .ka)63 anaztwn z 

To the Navya Naiyayikas the reason or hetu, which does not co

exist in the locus of siidhya, is called uncommon inconstant reason 

(siidhyasiimiiniidhikara!Jo hetuh asiidhara!Jah ). In the inference "The 

sound is non-eternal, as it has got soundness in it" (sabdal} anityah 

sabdatviit), the 'non-eternity" ( anityatva) is taken as siidhya, the loci of 

which are cloth, jar etc in which there is the absence of soundness. So the 

reason (hetu) is called uncommon inconstant reason (asiidhiira!Ja 

anaikiintikal} hetuh). So far as the view of the old logicians is concerned, 

the reason, which does not exist in the similar instances as well as 

contrary instances, is called uncommon inconstant reason (asiidhiiraiJah 

anaikiintikal} hetuh). The original definition runs as follows : sapa/cya

vipaksa vyiivrttah asiidhiira!Jah. In the above mentioned instance the 

hetu 'soundness' (sabdatva) does not exist in the cloth etc as well as in the 

space etc. but exists in the subject i.e .. pa/cya i.e .. sound alone. Hence, this 

hetu is called uncommon inconstant reason (asiidhiira!Jah anaikiintikah 

hetviibhiisah ). 64 

An inference where the .3adhya etc do not become the absentee of 

the absolute negation Is called inconclusive inconstant reason 

(anupasamhiirz anaikiintika hetviibhiisa), the definition of which is as 

follows: Anupasamhiirz ciityantiibhiivapratiyogisiidhyakiidih. In the 

inference 'All is nameable as it is knowable' (sarvam abhidheyain 
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jiieyatviit), i.e. siidhya 'nameability' (abhidheyatva) is not the absentee of 

the absolute negation of nameability. Such an absence is not at all 

possible as each and every object in this world is nameable in character. 

This inconclusive inconstant reason may be explained in another way, 

The hetu of which the subject or pa/cya is based on exclusively 

affirmative (kevaliinvayl) method, (kevalanviiyipa/cyakah anupasamhiirl). 

The definition can be based on exclusively affirmative method alone. 

There is no scope for applying the method of difference as 'all'.' has been 

taken as the subject or pa/cya. Hence there lies a fallacy called 

anupasamhiirf (fallacy of inconclusiveness). 

(2) Unfounded (asiddhi): This fallacy is again subdivided into three 

a) unfounded with regard to substratum (iisrayiisiddhi)', b) unfounded in 

respect of essence (svariipiisiddhi); c) unfoundedness from the standpoint 

of pervadedness ( vyiipyatiisiddhi). 

Unfoundedness regarding substratum (iisrayiisiddhi) remains there 

where there is the absence of the limitor ofsubjectness in a subject (pa/cye 

pa/cyatiivachedakasya abhiivah ). In the inferential argument 'The sky

flower is fragrant, as it has got flowemess in it' (akiisakusumam surabhi 

kusumatviit) 'the sky flower' (iikiisakusuma) is the pa/cya or subject where 

there is the absence of flowers (kusumatva) which is the limitor of 

pa/cyata (pa/cyatiivacchedaka). Here there is the hetviibhiisa called 

iisryiisiddhi. 

If there is the absence of hetu in the subject of inference (palcya), 

there occurs the fallacy called svariipiisiddhi (unfoundedness in respect of 

essence), the definition of which IS as follows: Pa/cye 
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vyapyatvabhimatasya abhiivah svariipiisiddhih). In the 

inference 'The lake is a substance as it has get smoke in it', the 'smoke' is 

a hetu' or pervaded (vyapya) which is absent in the subject of inference 

(paksa) i.e. in lake. Hence there occurs a fallacy called svariipasiddhi. 

Unfoundedness in respect of pervadedness ( vyapyatvasiddhi) is of 

two types: sadhyasiddhi and sadhanasiddhi. When there is an absence of 

the limitor of sadhyata in a sadhya, it is called sadhyasiddhi. (Sadhye 

sadhyatavacchedakasyabhavah sadhyasiddhih), in the same way if there 

is the absence of the limitor of hetuta in a hetu, it is called sadhanasiddhi, 

(sadhane sadhanatavacchedakasya abhavah sadhanasiddhih ). In the 

inference 'The mountain has golden fire as it has got blue smoke' 

(parvatah kiificanavahniman niladhiimat), there is the absence of the 

limitor of sadhyata i.e. dhilmatva in the sadhya i.e .. kaficanavahni and the 

absence of the limitor of hetuta i.e., dhilmatva in blue smoke (nlladhilma) 

which is the hetu here, and hence there arises the fallacy of sadhyasiddhi 

and sadhanasiddhi respectively which are sub-types of vyapyatasiddhi. It 

is also worth-mentioning in this connection that the golden fire 

(kiificanavahni) and blue smoke (niladhilma) are absurd entities and 

hence they are asiddha. 65 

Contradiction ( viruddha) : The reason or hetu which is the 

counterpositive of the absence which is the pervader of the sadhya is 

called a contradicted one (viruddha) (sadhyavyapakibhiitabhavapratiyagi 

viruddah). 

In other words, the reason which is pervaded by the absence of the 

sadhya is called as contradicted one (sadhyabhavavyapto hetuh 
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viruddhah ). In the example - 'The sound is eternal, as it is produced' 

(sabdah nityah krtakatviit or kiiryatviit), the hetu lqtakatva or kiiryatva 

(producedness) proves the absence of eternity (i.e. non-eternity) or 

anityatva. Where there is the property of being produced, there is the 

property of being non-eternal (anityatva), which is the absence of siidhya 

in this particular case. Another example - "The Mountain is fiery, as it has 

got water should be cited as viruddha and it can be explained in the 
. .1 66 simi arway. 

Counterbalanced (satpratipalcya): A rival argument that establishes 

the absence of sadhya is called counter-balanced (satpratipalcyah prati 

hetuh siidhyiibhiivasiidhakah). In the inference- 'The sound is eternal as 

there is audibility (sabdah nityah sriival)atvat) the sadhya is 'eternity' 

(nityatva) which can be counterbalanced by another rival argument, in the 

form: 'The sound is non-eternal, as it has got producedness' (sabdah 

anitya kiiryatviit). Hence the earlier argument is suffering from the 

fallacy of satpratipa/cya. 67 

Incongruous (viidhita)'. If there is the absence of the siidhya in the 

subject of inference, it is called viidhita or incongruous hetviibhiisa 

(palcye siidhyiibhiivah). It can also be described as incongruity (viidhah), 

which is defined-by the neo-thinkers in the following way: "Siidhyasiil)yo 

yatra pa/cyastviisau viidha udiihrtah '. When, a pa/cya becomes free from 

siidhya or pa/cya is; endowed with the absence of siidhya, it is called 

vadha. In the inferential argument in the form: "The fire is the locus of 

the absence of heat, as it is a substance" ( vahnih anu$nah dravyatviit), the 

absence of heat' (anu~natva) is taken as the siidhya in 'fire' is taken as 

pa/cya or subject of inference. In this case of fire the absence of heat' is 
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not possible. As the: existence of heat in fire is known through another 

pramiif)a i.e. perception, it is fallacious for having a fallacy called 

viidhita. Considering this the old Naiyayikas have defined in the 

following way: 'Yasya siidhyiibhavah pramiif)iintaref)a niscitah sa 

vadhitah'. That is when the absence of siidhya is ascertained through 

other means of knowing, it is called viidhita as found in the above

mentioned inference. 68 
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